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Since the Bible Explorer Programme was introduced into the country last year, we have witnessed how the 
children’s understanding of biblical knowledge and spiritual awareness of the Christian message has 
deepened. The approach is unique because it is based on the children actively learning handsigns which 
dramatise the key bible stories, setting them in chronological order.   We are rolling out this programme in a 
number of our linked primary schools and the main objective is to bring God’s kingdom to the lives of 
Malawian children.

This first term, we reduced the number of schools from eleven to nine due to the departure of the 
Programme Officer Edwin N’gambani, who has now gone on to study at a Bible College in Lilongwe.  So 
together with Agness we are now covering the following schools: Msalura, Kaputu, Kalonga, Chigombe, 
Chikuluti, Chikombola, Chitiwiri, Chimweta and Simaewa. The children continue to really enjoy this 
subject as part of their school curriculum.  

Response from Schools

Feedback from both Head teachers and teachers, show that students who were involved in stealing, fighting 
and absenteeism are now active in all subjects including Bible Knowledge and their behaviour has improved 
due they believe to the Bible Explorer Programme!

Therefore, schools are asking us to roll this program out for all ages, not just in classes five and six.  The 
Head Teacher of Kalonga Primary, Dave Jana (see photo below), has the students show their Handsigns in 
the assemblies to expose the idea to the rest of the school. Furthermore, having seen how effective the 
programme is, he and class teachers also attend some of the classes in order to learn more about the new 
methods for themselves.

BX Training

In  November 2013, we had  further Bible Explorer Training with Lynnette Stander from S. Africa teaching 
us how to cover the stories from the New Testament with a view to reach over 50 schools. And we have now 
recruited two more staff to join the team - Tionge Sitima and George Kapalamula who were also able to 
attend the training and practise the new Handsigns. After our training we went out in twos to local schools to 
practice further.

Before the training commenced, Lynnette observed how well the team worked together in some local 
schools and how the children responded so positively to the programme. Also she received very encouraging 



feedback and appreciation from Head Teachers.  Here she is in action demonstrating the New Testament 
handsigns:

 

In the New Year, during the first week the new staff will go out with the old staff to revise and check on 
Handsigns.  George will cover 4 new schools and Tiwonge will cover 3 new schools.  16 schools will be 
covered in total next term (including Salima LEA and Kambwiri, the 2 we had to drop when Edwin left). 
And to increase the number further, the BX team will take the opportunity to link their programme with 
school linking meetings in schools further away that are needing motorcycle transport. 

Appreciation

Lastly we do wish to express our appreciation of the support from Emmanuel, the Starfish Country Director. 
He assists with practical help, advice and encouragement. Also for Lynnette and her tireless efforts and care 
in training and supporting our work here in Malawi.

And finally….THE STORY OF GRACE PHIRI

Grace Phiri of Kalonga school, a standard six learner has benefited from this programme in her personal life. 
Both teachers and parents have seen how it has impacted her life, not only academically, but also in her 
behaviour – she is no longer stealing and fighting or absent from classes.

 

Report compiled by Wiseman Mussa, Bible Explorer Presenter


	
	
	

